
The pattern is totally different from the previous years,
English= 30
GK =25
Reasoning=25
Aptitude=20

ENGLISH FINAL :

Antonym of - AMALGAM - Separation
Antonym of EXONERATE - Incriminate / Charge

Synonym of INEVITABLE - Unavoidable / Certain

Reading comprehension topic - Industrial Revolution

Idiom - LEAD ASTRAY - misdirect, misguide.

Synonym of DORMANT - Asleep / Inactive

Meaning of INEQUITY - Unfairness / Injustice

One Word Substitution - One who spends a lot of money- Spendthrift

Idiom - BLEW AWAY - to impress very strongly

Idiom - Pull yourself together - To regain self-control

ENGLISH ROUGH:

Opposite of exonerate
Synonyms of inevitable

GK FINAL :



COMMENTS: Exam was on the expected lines. Questions related to sports and current affairs of past
5-6 months. Easier questions on history.

1. Which Armed Force have women below Officer Rank -> CRPF
2. 2nd Five Year Plan on which Model?  -> Nehru Mahalanobis Model
3. Where is Abdul Kalam Missile Complex located? -> Hyderabad, India
4. Kazakhstan shifted its capital from astana to? -> Nur Sultan
5. Daughter of Iltutmish -> Razia Sultan
6. Who received Nobel Peace Prize 2021 -> Maria Ressa and Dmitry Muratov
7. Who started Din -i - ilahi? Akbar
8. Who was the governor-general during 1857 revolt?- Lord Canning
9. Golden Grand Slam winner- Steffi Graf
10. Minimum age of governor- 35 years
11. Blockchain related question
12. Congress split in which session?- 1907 Surat session
13. India Counter strategy for China’s String of pearls ? Necklace of Diamond strategy
14. Overproduction of white blood cells is called? Leukocytosis
15. Question-related to BAFTA Award
16. Actress in Saina Nehwal Biopic? Parineeti Chopra
17. Dekhni dance related to which state- Goa
18. Which country declared Climate Emergency? New Zealand / Peru
19. First King of Chola Empire -> Vijayalaya Chola
20. Thomas cup is related with?- Badminton
21. India’s largest solar power plant? Bhadla Solar Park, Rajasthan
22. 2023 Cricket World Cup Venue -> India
23. Which Naval Exercise held after a gap of 6 months? -> CORPAT
24. Question-related to geomorphology
25. Which wrestler is known as The Rock? Dwayne Johnson

GK ROUGH:
kon si armed forces h jisme women below officer rank recruit k
 2ND FIVE YEAR PLAN ON WHICH MODEL?
 Abdul kalam complex where it is
what is self reliance in economy?
Saina Nehwal ka role kisne play kiya h biopic me?
Kazakhstan shifted its capital from astana to?
Daughter of Iltutmish



Nobel prize 2021 for peace'?
BAFTA Award?

Who started Din -i - ilahi?
string of pearl k liye India ne kya bnaya h?

Capital of kazakistan??
Golden Grand Slam winner
Name of Navy exercise which held at a interval of 6-Month
Solar plant kaha hai sbse bda?

Minimum age of governor
Blockchain related question

Congress split in which session
navy kon si exercise krti every 6 months me to ensure off shore safety
 who won golden grand slam?

1857 revolt governor general
Goa Dance
 minimum age of block Pramukh??

Question related to wrestler

REASONING FINAL:

1. Odd one out :- Table chair glass and bench

Ans. Glass
2. Venn diagram between father, men and pilot

Ans:- every father is a men and both can be pilot.



REASONING ROUGH :

Odd one out - Table chair glass

Venn Diagram, father, men and pilot

NA FINAL :
1. If a man buy 20 kg rice from 30 per kg and he sell 30% in 40rs per kg so how much he should

sell the rest of rice to get 10% profit.

Ans. 30Rs/kg

2. If a man get 2000 rs for 40 hr per week and extra 36% on over time each hour so if he get

3020 rs so how much he work in a week .

Ans:- 55 hr

3. ∆ABC ie length of AC.s right-angled at B and D is a point on AC such that BD is perpendicular

to AC. If BD = 6 cm and AD = 3 cm, then find th

Ans:- 15cm

4. A is 35% less than B then how much B is greater than A.

Ans:- B is 53% more than A

5. Works in 8 hr and B works for 10 and c work for 18 hr then in how much time will take to

complete the work if B and C work together

Ans. 6.42 hr

6. In a cricket team the age of captain and wicket keeper are 24 years and 30 years, if we ignore

them the average age of the team increased by 1, then the initial age of team.

Ans:- 31.5



NA ROUGH:

If a man buy 20 kg rice from 30 per kg and he sell 30% in 40rs per kg so how much he should sell the

rest of rice to get 10% profit

If a man get 2000 rs for 40 hr per week and extra 36% on over time each hour so if he get 3020 rs so

how much he work in a week .

∆ABC is right-angled at B and D is a point on

AC such that BD is perpendicular to AC. If BD =

6 cm and AD = 3 cm, then find the length of

AC.

7. A train is running at a speed of 72kmph and another train running in opposite direction at a

speed of 54kmph. First train cross half the length of second train in 20 second. If it  crosses

the platform in 30 second then the length of the platform.

8. Speed of boat 12 kmph, upstream speed = 6 kmph

A man goes and return some distance in 1 hr, then total distance travelled.

Ans:-  9 km


